DOCTOR WHO: BORROWED TIME

TEST LEVEL 5

Name:

1 Match the two parts of sentences. Draw a line between them.
1 He had spent ten years
a then that promotion was one step closer.
2 If he impressed her,
b is worth three hours in the afternoon.
3 He walked back to his office,
c so the battery never needed recharging.
4 Everyone knows that an hour before breakfast
d she already felt like she had been on holiday
5 It had a cosmic radiation battery that took
for weeks.
energy from the universe,
e trying to climb the career ladder.
6 Thanks to the Time Bubble,
f where he sat and laid his head on his desk.
/6
2 Complete the text with the correct words.
Fifty-first-century Earth was definitely a beautiful place to spend a holiday, Amy 1 a is thinking
b had thought
c thinks
d thought

.

She was inside a large Special Time Bubble on a beach covered with white sand, and she
2 a was watching
b watched
c watch
d is watching

the sun go down. For three hours, the sky 3 a has been filled
b had been filled
c have been filled
d been filled

with gold and

orange. Out at sea, a big fish jumped in the air, happy to be alive. Amy silently thanked the Doctor for
4

a agreed

to her three-week holiday from work and walked over to the edge of the Bubble.

b agreement
c agreeing
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d agree

The Bubble 5 a shake

, and the orange sky seemed to shake, too.

b shook
c shaking
d had shook
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3 Complete the sentences. Write the correct names.
Amy
Sameera Jenkins

Andrew Brown
The Doctor

Blenkinsop and Symington
Vanessa Laing-Randall

offered extra hours to people so they can get ahead.
interrupted someone’s holiday because Earth needed saving.
was the new boss of Lexington International Bank.
was using a Special Lucky Holiday Camera: Catch the

1
2
3
4

Moment!™ to make time bubbles.
works in a bank and wants to get a promotion. Unfortunately,
he woke up late and missed an important presentation.
6
worked hard on presentations and was always one step ahead
of the competition.
5

/6
4 Choose the correct options.
1 Nadia Montgomery looked
a rich.
b tired.
c like the receptionist.
d ill.
2 Vanessa Laing-Randall explained that the sculpture
a was just trees twisted around one another.
b was designed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
c showed that each part of life is equally important.
d made the atrium come alive.
3 Brian Edelman had
a taken a holiday recently.
b worked at the bank all his life.
c not taken a holiday in eighteen months.
d been wearing a coat in the office.
4 While walking around the building, Amy heard how Vanessa
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a had made people have a lot of meetings.
b was a hard worker.
c had appeared suddenly six months ago.
d had once worked in the New York office.

/4
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5 Read the text and write the correct letters (a–d).
The Doctor suddenly smiled 1
. “Yes, please. I never say no to birthday cake.”
2
He
a piece and, with his mouth full, said, “This cake is amazing – I don’t know where Sameera
got it from, or should I say ‘when’? I 3
to tell Amy. May I?” The Doctor pulled the phone from
Vanessa’s hand. “Ah, voicemail . . . Pond!” he 4
. “You have to get up here right now . . . it’s
important. Come up to the tenth floor right now!”
When her phone rang, Amy did not answer it. She was in Sameera Jenkins’ office, looking through
Sameera’s desk for evidence. 5
the managers were suddenly working extra hard, perhaps 6
than was actually possible, the evidence for how they were achieving it all 7
be in one of these
8
offices. Sameera’s desk
with papers and receipts. They were not very interesting . . . except . . .
how strange. The receipts showed that Sameera 9
lunch five times in two hours yesterday, all at
10
the same shop. Then Amy
a notebook with lists of dates and clothes. Amy looked at today:
Tuesday, dark blue suit, pink blouse, tiny green mark on left pocket.
1 a warm

b warmer

c warningly

d warmly

2 a took

b had taken

c was taking

d take

3 a should

b must

c have

d might

4 a asked

b said

c told

d replied

5 a And

b If

c So

d Then

6 a hardly

b harder

c the hardest

d hard

7 a mustn’t

b had

c ought

d must

8 a filled

b full

c was filling

d was filled

9 a was buying

b buys

c had been buying

d had bought

b had found

c find

d was finding

10 a found

/10
6 Answer the questions.
1 What did Amy see on Sameera’s wrist?
2 What can Sameera do with it?
3 Who is winning the race for promotion?
/3
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7 Change the direct speech into reported speech.
1 “Maybe the watch is quite safe to use,” said Amy.

2 “You can do anything you want with your extra time,” said Mr Blenkinsop.
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3 “I’ll go and talk to the Doctor now,” she thought.

4 “No one reads terms and conditions,” said Sameera.

5 “The Doctor is going to be very pleased,” Amy thought.

/5

8 What do you have to pay back for every hour you borrow?
a Twenty minutes of your life every week.
b Five minutes of your life.
c Five pounds a day.
d Nothing. It was free!
/1

9 Tick

five things that Amy did when she tried the watch.

ate lunch
got a haircut
rented a car
visited her best friend

bought new shoes
learned how to play chess
slept in a hotel bed
wrote a book

did her laundry
mended a cooker
took a dancing lesson
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/5

10 Write Y (yes) or N (no).
1 Compound interest is interest paid on interest.
2 The Doctor uses a pizza and toppings to explain compound interest.
3 Amy owes 100 years to Mr Symington and Mr Blenkinsop.
4 If you remove the watch, you owe your whole lifetime.
5 Mr Symington and Mr Blenkinsop look like dolphins.
/5
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11 Who said these things? Write The Doctor or Nadia.
1 “Something went wrong when they made this one. Can you see the dial?”
2 “That’s why the Mr Symingtons and Mr Blenkinsops can’t see you until you call them, isn’t it?
They look for the watch, but the watch is coming and going in time.”
3 “And it’s taking time from you and giving it back. So you keep getting older and younger.”
4 “Can you make this stop and give me my time back?”
5 “Do you think you can help us, too?”

/5

12 At the end of Chapter Six, who do The Doctor and Amy think can help them?

/1
13 Complete the paragraph with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
Half an hour later, they 1
(walk) down a street in North London, looking for
Andrew Brown’s house.
“How do we know that he 2
(be) here, Doctor?” said Amy. “It’s a work day.”
3
Her question
(answer) when they saw Andrew’s flat. He was everywhere on it
4
and in it. There
(be) an Andrew Brown on a ladder painting the windows.
5
An Andrew Brown
(take out) the rubbish, and another Andrew Brown
6
(clean) the car.
Inside the house, they could see an Andrew Brown cooking in the kitchen. One was walking up the
path to the front door as another 7
(walk out) out of the house.
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/7
14 Unscramble the words to complete the sentences.
1 The Doctor caught Andrew’s
( t w s r i ) and held Andrew’s watch
up to his ear.
2 “You need to put your secret number in here,” the man said, pointing to a
( d e y a p k).
3 He pressed some
( u o t n b s t ) on the watch and moved a dial.
4 “They’re paid from a bank
( c u a n c t o ) that I’ve never seen
on any other bills.”
5 “Because that’s the address of the
( e n u m i l n l i M ) Dome.”
6 She followed him through the door, on to a

( f o r l a t m p ) in the air.
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15 Read the extract and write T (true), F (false) or DS (doesn’t say).
The Mr Symingtons and Mr Blenkinsops had not been able to open the TARDIS door, so now they
were going to try something different. Nadia did not hear them talk much, because they seemed to
know each other’s thoughts.
“We should . . .” said one.
“Yes, possibly,” said another.
“Bring it, then,” said a third, “and we’ll . . .”
“. . . break the doors,” finished a fourth.
A Mr Symington brought something into the basement and put it carefully on the TARDIS door.
It looked like a small, glass half-bubble. In the centre of the bubble, a dial was moving, and numbers
were counting down.
“Stand back!” said a Mr Blenkinsop, and all the Mr Symingtons and Mr Blenkinsops covered their ears
with their hands. Suddenly, Nadia realized that the half-bubble was a bomb.
1 The aliens couldn’t open the TARDIS door.
2 Nadia could hear their thoughts.
3 Nadia had been watching the aliens for two hours.
4 Mr Symington put the object on the roof of the TARDIS.
5 The bubble with the moving dial broke the TARDIS door.
6 Nadia covered her ears with her hands.

/6
16 Answer the questions.
1 How do the aliens take time from people without watches?

2 What do the small bricks contain?

/2
17 Correct the information in these sentences.
1 The last time someone sold time was during the Second World War.
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2 Amy recharges her camera with energy from the sun.

3 If lost, the small bricks should be returned to the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

/3
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18 Complete the text with the sentences (a–e).
Nadia looked at the faces of the Mr Symingtons and Mr Blenkinsops as they watched the glass
time-bomb.1
. Nadia had never used her watch much before it broke. 2
.
She turned the dial on her watch back an hour. Nothing changed, but the clock on the wall said it was
an hour earlier. 3
. Then she waited next to the TARDIS, but, this time, she was there before
Mr Symington came to put the bomb on the TARDIS door.
4
. The Mr Symingtons and Mr Blenkinsops pushed against each other as they tried to catch it,
but Nadia was quicker. 5
.
a As she picked the bomb up, she felt it pull her watch, which was making sparks and noise.
b When Mr Symington arrived, she hit him hard on the back of his hand with the heavy book,

and the bomb fell to the floor.
c She looked around for something heavy and picked up a big telephone book.
d But now it could help her.
e She had to get the bomb off the Doctor’s TARDIS, and after that, she knew what
she had to do next.
/5

19 Read the answers. Write the questions.
1

The Doctor and Amy gave Nadia some hot chocolate and cheese sandwiches.
2

Andrew realized that half of the people in the office were wearing watches.
3

Andrew now felt sorry for Sameera.
4

There was a magazine article and some batteries inside the Time Bag.
5

The Time Bag prevents time from changing things.
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6

Earth is losing its future.
/6
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20 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
1 The newsreader
(put) on the watch before she
(read)
the news.
2 After the team in Iceland
(start) wearing the watches, they
(make) a discovery about energy.
3 By the time Sameera and Andrew
(go) inside Vanessa’s office, Mr Symington
and Mr Blenkinsop
(left).
/6

21 Write the correct words to complete the sentences.
1 “I don’t know how to tell you this, but you’re about ten
old.”
2 They saw one on the wrist of the mayor of a town in South America who was talking about his
successes in the fight
crime.
3 “But I think we should have a
about it. How about tomorrow in this office?
At ten o’clock?”
4 “Someone must
helping them, and I want to know who it is.”
/4

22 Read the text. Complete the gaps with a–e below.
On the stage in the library of Lexington Bank, the Chancellor of the Exchequer 1
. “I’m very
happy,” the Chancellor said, “to be here today at Lexington Bank . . .”
In front of the stage, there were lots of 2
the bank. Television cameras were there, too, to
broadcast the speech live all over the world. Andrew and Sameera 3
at the front of the room,
4
near the stage. Amy, the Doctor and Nadia
next to the television cameras, safe under the orange
5
light of Nadia’s watch. It was strange, but
Vanessa or any Mr Symingtons or Mr Blenkinsops
anywhere.
a chairs filled with people from
b they could not see
c were sitting on chairs
d was starting his speech
e stood at the back of the room
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23 Match the words with the definitions. Draw a line between them.
1 a show people can watch or listen to while it is happening
2 a story in a newspaper or magazine
3 to send out sounds and pictures on TV or radio
4 someone who thinks of new things
5 to be alive in this world
6 very modern or new

a advanced
b article
c broadcast
d exist
e inventor
f live

/6

24 Write T (true) or F (false).
1 When Amy was speaking to the cameras, Nadia had become ten years old.
2 Vanessa is the earliest of the aliens.
3 Vanessa has a lot of time saved up.
4 Mr Blenkinsop put a watch on The Doctor.
5 Sameera was now eighty-five years old.
6 Andrew realizes that Vanessa must have time stored somewhere.
/6

25 Put the events from Chapter Eleven in the correct order (1–6).
a
Vanessa admitted that she was the original alien.
b
The Doctor offered to wear a watch and be taken to the Time Market.
c
Sameera hit one of the Mr Symingtons in the mouth.
d
The Chancellor of the Exchequer started his speech.
e
Amy jumped on stage and explained what was happening.
f
Amy, Andrew and Sameera decided to break the sculpture.
/6
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26 Unscramble the sentences.
1 had / The / Millennium / Vanessa / taken / Doctor / the / to / Dome

2 The / Doctor / borrowed / that / knew / Vanessa / a / lot / had / of / time
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3 The / had / hit / the / sculpture / cupboard / the sharks / could / before / stop it

4 had / gone / time / before / Vanessa / The / sharks / go / could / back in

/4
27 What lie about how long humans live had Vanessa told the traders?

/1
28 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.
bank statements

contracts

credit

interest

owes

promotion

tax

trading

1 Andrew Brown is desperate to get a
2
3
4
5
6
7
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8

.
Time is sold as watch, but selling time isn’t allowed.
The Doctor explains to Amy that she is paying a lot more
than she thinks.
The Doctor says that the glass bricks are similar to
.
Andrew works out that he
55,000 years.
The Doctor tells Amy that compound interest is the reason many people are unable to pay back
their
cards.
Andrew uses his watch to quickly prepare a presentation on
laws.
Vanessa asks the aliens to stop
and admits that she had lied about
how long humans can live for.

/8

29 Match the words from exercise 28 with the definitions.
1 buying and selling
2 when you have your own money in your bank account
3 the extra money you pay a bank when you have borrowed money from it
4 documents showing that people have agreed on something
5 when someone has borrowed money from another peson and has to pay it back
6 the money people must give to the government for hospitals, schools, etc.
7 documents that tell you how much money is in your bank account
8 when someone moves to a higher position in a company

/8
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30 Use the words in the box to complete the sentences. There are two extra words you
do not need.
borrow

decide

extra

inspect

lending

spend

traders

1 Andrew Brown is offered a watch that will give him a(n)
2
3
4
5

hour any time he wants.
The Doctor and Amy
the bank where Andrew works and become suspicious
about the watches that people are wearing.
The Doctor and Amy realize that the watches are
time – Amy ends up wearing
one them.
The Doctor saves everyone by offering himself to the Time Market
.
At end of the story, Sameera and Andrew
that they would rather not work for
a bank.
/5
/150
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